Phase transformation temperatures of a polycrystalline Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 shape memory alloy were investigated using a differential scanning calorimeter. In situ structural and texture analyses of the monoclinic Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 were investigated using neutron powder diffractometer technique. Differential scanning calorimeter results showed that this Ni-rich alloy has a one-step cubic to monoclinic martensitic phase transformation on cooling and a one-step monoclinic to cubic transformation on heating. In situ high-resolution neutron powder diffraction data of the monoclinic phase from low temperatures to room temperature on heating are consistent with the differential scanning calorimeter's heating results. In addition, the refined monoclinic crystal structure parameters for all neutron diffraction data sets agree satisfactorily with single-crystal X-ray diffraction results. The multiple-data-set capabilities of the GSAS Rietveld refinement program, with a generalized spherical-harmonics description was used successfully to extract the texture description directly from a simultaneous refinement using 52 time-of-flight monoclinic neutron diffraction patterns, taken from a polycrystalline sample held in 13 orientations inside the diffractometer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Technologically important polycrystalline Ti-Ni shape memory alloy undergoes one-stage martensitic phase transformation from cubic ͑austenite, B2 phase͒ at the high temperatures to monoclinic ͑martensitic, B19 phase͒ at low temperatures, and one-step monoclinic to cubic transformation on heating ͓see Otsuka and Ren ͑2005͒, Sitepu ͑2007͒, and references therein͔. A high-temperature single-crystal X-ray diffraction study reported by Wang et al. ͑1965͒ revealed a cubic phase at above the martensitic transformation starting temperature for the Ti 50 Ni 50 binary alloy with a = 3.01 Å, space group Pm3m ͑No. 221͒, and Z = 1, with Ni atoms occupying the 1a ͑0, 0, 0͒ Wyckoff positions and Ti atoms occupying the 1b ͑0.5, 0.5, 0.5͒ positions. Crystal structure of the monoclinic phase of the Ti 50.80 Ni 49.20 alloy was successfully determined using a single-crystal X-ray diffraction technique ͑Kudoh et al., 1985͒. The initial monoclinic structure parameters of the single-crystal electron diffraction pattern of Ti 50 Ni 50 alloy reported originally by Michal and Sinclair ͑1981͒ were used, and Kudoh et al. ͑1985͒ reported that the space group is P112 1 / m and Z = 2, which agrees quite satisfactorily with those results reported by Michal and Sinclair ͑1981͒. The quality of the single-crystal X-ray diffraction data with 377 observed reflections investigated by Kudoh et al. ͑1985͒ was superior to those single-crystal electron diffraction data with 22 observed reflections obtained by Michal and Sinclair ͑1981͒, and atomic parameters and temperature factors were successfully refined and yielded the crystallographic R P -factor of 4.5%, which is smaller than that of results reported by Michal and Sinclair ͑1981͒.
Because it is quite difficult to grow sufficiently large single crystals of the monoclinic phase of the Ti-Ni shape memory alloys and produce martensite from TiNi powder, polycrystalline samples were used. It is possible to extract texture ͑or preferred orientation͒ information from powder diffraction data of a polycrystalline alloys if the pattern for a randomly oriented specimen can be modeled ͑or simulated͒ from crystal structure parameters and other related factors such as line broadening resulting from size and strain parameters ͑Sitepu, 2002; Sitepu, 2003; Sitepu et al., 2005͒ . The pertinent attribute of neutrons with respect to structural refinement and texture analysis is the small absorption coefficients of neutrons for most materials, compared to those of X-rays. Therefore, neutron crystal structure and texture information are from the bulk of the sample, whereas those for X-rays are typically from near the surface. Additionally, the strong contrast between neutron scattering lengths of Ti ͑−3.44ϫ 10 −15 m͒ and Ni ͑10.30ϫ 10 −15 m͒ allows site occupancies of these two atoms to be refined with far greater reliability than can be achieved with X-ray diffraction ͑Sitepu, 2007͒.
In this paper, a differential scanning calorimeter technique was used to investigate the phase transformation temperatures of the polycrystalline Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 shape memory alloy prepared from annealed solution at 850°C for 15 min. Neutron diffraction technique was used to study in situ structure and texture analyses of the monoclinic phase of the alloy.
II. EXPERIMENTAL A. Material and differential scanning calorimeter analysis
A cylindrical polycrystalline Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy with a diameter of 0.8 cm and 8 cm in height was machined from the as-received alloy rod. To make sure that the alloy was homogeneous, this alloy was annealed at 1123 K for 15 min and then quenched in water ͑Sitepu et al., 2002a͒. The differential scanning calorimeter results reveal one-step cubic to monoclinic martensitic transformation on cooling and one-step monoclinic to cubic transformation on heating ͓see Figure 1͑a͔͒ . The figure shows that the start and finish phase transformation temperatures are 301 and 278 K, respectively, for the monoclinic structure on cooling and 321 and 346 K, respectively, for the cubic phase on heating. Additionally, the peaks on the differential scanning calorimeter curve are at 290 K on cooling and 339 K on heating. Therefore, the thermal hysteresis loop of the monoclinic ͑marten-sitic, B19͒ phase is centered approximately at room temperature. When the differential scanning calorimeter measurements were repeated, no change in the appearance of the transformation temperatures was detected.
B. In situ high-resolution fixed-wavelength neutron powder diffraction data measurements
Neutron diffraction data of the monoclinic phase for the Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 shape memory alloy were measured at 20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K using the BT-1 high-resolution fixed-wavelength 32-detector powder diffractometer at the National Institute of Standards and Technology ͑NIST͒ Center for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, Maryland. The cylindrical shape of this alloy, 0.8 cm in diameter and 8 cm in height, corresponds to the dimensions of the primary neutron beam, which was chosen using an appropriate collimation. During our neutron diffraction data collection, the BT-1 instrument was equipped with a cryofurnace to heat and cool the alloy ͑with a temperature constant zone exceeding the length of the rod alloy͒. A Cu͑311͒ monochromator with a 90°take-off angle and 1.5402͑1͒ Å wavelength was used. The scan range was 10°͑i.e., two adjacent detectors with 5°s can range for each detector͒ with a step size of 0.05°so that each data point was collected in two adjacent detectors with a total scan range from 3°to 168°. After mounting the alloy in the cryofurnace, the alloy was slowly cooled down to 20 K. In each neutron diffraction measurement, the alloy was first heated up to each of the five selected temperatures ͑20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K͒ and held at those temperatures for 6 min before neutron diffraction data were collected for 4 h. All data sets of the monoclinic phase collected at each temperature were then processed and combined to yield a single diffraction pattern using interpolations between adjacent observations to correct for zero-point offsets and detector sensitivities. Figure 1͑b͒ shows that all neutron powder diffraction data sets of the monoclinic phase are consistent with the differential scanning calorimeter results on heating.
C. In situ texture measurements using time-of-flight neutron diffractometer
The polycrystalline Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy was kept in liquid nitrogen for 15 min, so that the alloy was in the monoclinic state after they warmed up to 300 K. Time-offlight neutron diffraction data of its monoclinic state were collected at this temperature on the high intensity powder diffractometer ͑HIPD͒ at the Los Alamos National Laboratory ͑LANSCE͒ in Los Alamos, New Mexico ͑Von Dreele, 1997; Sitepu et al., 2002b͒ . During a texture experiment, the HIPD was equipped with four detector banks at −153°, +153°, −90°, and +90°diffraction angles, and a two-axis ͑⍀ and ͒ goniometer Eulerian angles ͑⍀ , , ⌽͒ to control the sample orientation was used. The ⍀ circle of the goniometer Eulerian angle is left-handed and positioned 90°from the standard, and the circle is also left-handed. There is no ⌽ Eulerian angle adjustment. Selected were 13 ͑⍀ , ͒ pairs of Eulerian angular settings to obtain 52 ͑13ϫ 4͒ independent time-of-flight neutron diffraction profiles, with a reasonable spread of sample orientation angles. Time-of-flight neutron diffraction profiles were collected for 4 h for all 13 settings.
D. Monoclinic structural refinement with harmonics description
The structural refinements of high-resolution fixedwavelength neutron powder diffraction data for the monoclinic phase at 20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K were conducted using General Structure Analysis System ͑GSAS͒ ͑Larson and Von Dreele, 2000͒ with the generalized sphericalharmonics description ͓see Von Dreele ͑1997͒, Sitepu et al. ͑2002c, 2005͒ , and references therein͔. The initial monoclinic structure parameters were taken from the single-crystal Figure 1 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Differential scanning calorimeter curve of the Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 shape memory alloy. The alloy with mass of 0.05 kg was taken out from the annealed-solution material and then measured using a TA Instrument 2920 CE. The alloy was heated up to 373 K and started the differential scanning calorimeter measurement by cooling down to 173 K using a cooling rate of 10 K / min, and heating up from 173 to 373 K. ͑b͒ In situ high-resolution neutron powder diffraction patterns of monoclinic state in Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy measured at 20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K on heating.
X-ray diffraction data of Ti 50.80 Ni 49.20 shape memory alloy ͑Kudoh et al., 1985͒. Neutron scattering lengths at −3.44 ϫ 10 −15 m and 10.30ϫ 10 −15 m for Ti and Ni, respectively, were used. The scale factor, background function parameters ͑high order polynomials͒, profile parameters U, V, W, asymmetry coefficient, lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, mean square displacement factors, and site occupancies were varied in the refinement. After the refinement converged, harmonic coefficients, C l mn ͓see Eq. ͑3͒ of Sitepu et al. ͑2005͔͒ were added to the refinement. The sample texture symmetry was chosen to be cylindrical, and a maximum of eight harmonic orders were selected ͑preliminary calculations with ten orders gave the same results͒.
E. Texture determination of monoclinic time-of-flight neutron diffraction patterns
Fifty-two time-of-flight neutron diffraction patterns for the monoclinic crystal structure of Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 , were refined simultaneously, using the multiple-data-set capabilities of the Rietveld refinement program GSAS with the generalized spherical-harmonics description. One single set of structural parameters for the monoclinic phase with space group P112 1 / m ͑No. 11͒ and a generalized spherical-harmonics texture model up to eight orders were refined to fit the 52 patterns simultaneously. The texture coefficients C l mn were constrained to describe a texture of cylindrical sample symmetry. A part of the diffraction pattern where d spacings are greater than 0.8 Å was used in the refinement. Approximately 400 reflections from the monoclinic phase of the Nirich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy are contained within the range of d spacings greater than 0.8 Å, and the entire suite of the timeof-flight neutron texture data consisted of approximately 70,000 data points. The data were corrected for absorption ͑Volz et al., 2006͒, and three initial sample orientation angles were refined. For each diffraction pattern, one profile parameter and four background parameters were adjusted. The refinement strategy was similar to that described by Von Dreele ͑1997͒, Sitepu ͑2002͒, Sitepu et al. ͑2002b͒, and Sitepu et al. ͑2005͒ . After the refinement converged, the first six ͓͑010͒, ͑011͒, ͑100͒, ͑111͒, ͑101͒, and ͑110͔͒ monoclinic pole-figures were calculated ͑designated measured polefigures͒. Figure 1͑a͒ shows that there is one distinct differential scanning calorimeter peak on cooling ͑cubic to monoclinic martensitic phase transformation͒, and one peak on heating ͑monoclinic to cubic phase transformation͒. When this alloy is investigated at 300 K, it consists of a mixture of two phases ͑the cubic and the monoclinic phases͒ when 300 K was reached by either cooling from high temperatures, and pure monoclinic phase when 300 K was reached by heating from low temperatures. Figure 1͑b͒ shows neutron powder diffraction patterns of the monoclinic phase at 20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K, which are consistent with the differential scanning calorimeter results on heating. The quality of the Rietveld fits with generalized spherical-harmonics description for texture corrections at 20 and 300 K are given in Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ . Table I shows the refined atomic parameters for high-resolution neutron powder diffraction data sets of the monoclinic phase. Figure 3 shows the variation of temperature versus the ␤ angle of the monoclinic phase. The refined atomic parameters determined from Rietveld refinement for all neutron diffraction data sets of monoclinic phase at 20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K are given in Table I . The values in parentheses are estimated standard deviations. The refined atomic parameters for neutron data sets agree reasonably well with the single-crystal X-ray diffraction data reported by Kudoh et al. ͑1985͒. Figure 3 depicts the relationship between temperature and the ␤ angle of the monoclinic phase, which indicates the value decreases with increasing temperature.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The quality of the measured high-resolution neutron powder diffraction data of the monoclinic phase in the Nirich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy is shown in Figure 1͑b͒ . Figures 2͑a͒  and 2͑b͒ show the refinement results for the monoclinic phase measured at 20 and 300 K, respectively. The agreements are reasonably well between the measured and calculated diffraction patterns using multiple-data-set capabilities of the Rietveld refinement program GSAS with the generalized spherical-harmonics description for texture. The observed data are indicated by plus signs, and the calculated profile is the continuous line. Vertical lines below the profiles represent the positions of all monoclinic possible Bragg reflections. The lower plot is the differences between the measured and calculated patterns on the same scale as the measured and calculated patterns. The figure-of-merit ranges from 3.50% to 3.78% for R WP and 1.53% to 3.49% for R͑F 2 ͒. The values of texture index ͓see Eq. ͑4͒ of Sitepu et al. ͑2005͔͒ range from 1.27 to 1.49, indicating that the polycrystalline alloy is a non-randomly orientated sample ͑with a moderate texture͒. It should be noted that the texture index is unity for an ideal randomly oriented powder specimen. The goodness-of-fit index ͑ 2 ͒ values range from 1.1 to 1.5.
B. In situ simultaneous refinement of 52 time-of-flight neutron diffraction patterns with texture
The GSAS Rietveld program with generalized spherical-TABLE I. Refined crystal structure parameters for the monoclinic phase in the high-resolution neutron powder diffraction data of Ni 50.14 Ti 49.86 alloy at 20, 120, 220, 270, and 300 K on heating. The space group used was P112 1 / m ͑No. 11͒. Standard deviations in parentheses refer to the last digit. Wyckoff coordinates are 2͑e͒ =x,y, 1 4 , and 2͑e͒ = x , ȳ , 3 4 , GOFI and U iso are goodness-of-fit index and isotropic temperature factor, respectively; R p , R wp , and R͑F͒ 2 are crystallographic R factors ͑figures-of-merit͒ and 2 and J are goodness-of-fit index and texture index, respectively. The values in the parenthesis ͑second lines͒ in the column for 300 K are the refined crystal structure parameters for a simultaneous refinement using 52 time-of-flight monoclinic neutron diffraction patterns with texture. harmonics description ͑Von Dreele, 1997͒ and MAUD program with the WIMV method ͑Lutterotti et al., 1997͒ offer the possibility for texture analysis of this low-crystalsymmetry material with many overlapping peaks. However, the harmonic expansion degree in the present GSAS version for texture analysis is limited by the finite number of measured data points over the pole-figure space, and also by the presence of possible artifacts in the orientation distribution function, particularly in cases of low-crystal symmetry. To overcome this problem, MAUD uses the WIMV method ͑Matthies et al., 1988; 1997͒ to determine the best orientation distribution function reproducing the pole-figure texture values by maximizing the highest possible minimum value, which must be greater than zero, maximizing the texture sharpness, and assuming some properties of what is in essence the odd-order harmonic terms that cannot be determined from a diffraction experiment. The GSAS Rietveld program was used to determine the texture of the alloy. The generalized spherical-harmonics is generated using selection rules depending on the crystal symmetry of the phase under investigation ͑Bunge 1982; Popa, 1992; Von Dreele, 1997͒ . The multiple-dataset capabilities of the Rietveld refinement program GSAS was used successfully to extract the texture description directly from a simultaneous refinement of 52 time-of-flight neutron diffraction patterns taken from the Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy held in 13 orientations in the diffractometer. This procedure is able to determine the texture of the monoclinic phase ͓see Figure 1͑a͔͒ . The results reveal that the refined crystal structure parameters agree reasonably well with the single-crystal X-ray diffraction data reported by Kudoh et al. ͑1985͒ ͑see Figure 4͒ ; the texture goodness-of-fit index RP0 from this comparison are also listed in Table II . The orientation distribution functions produced by WIMV analysis of the six pole-figures agree with the pole-figures generated from GSAS Rietveld refinement with generalized spherical-harmonics description. The minimum ͑P min ͒ and maximum ͑P max ͒ pole-figure values are very similar; the maximum difference is no more than 0.35 multiple-of-random distributions in any one of the six polefigures shown in Figure 4 and Table II . The orientation distribution function results show that less than 23% of the Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 alloy was randomly oriented. Although individually measured pole-figures using a texture goniometer with a Eulerian cradle are subject to random measurement errors ͑making them not so self-consistent͒, the pole-figures obtained from simultaneous refinement of 52 neutron timeof-flight diffraction data with generalized sphericalharmonics description are completely self-consistent because they are generated from the harmonic coefficients ͑Von Dreele, 1997͒.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The phase transformation temperature of the Ni-rich Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 shape memory alloy was obtained using a dif- 49.86 Ni 50.14 sample rod axis is horizontal with respect to these pole-figures. As indicated in the text, prior to neutron texture data collection at room temperature, this alloy was kept in liquid nitrogen for 15 min so that it was in the monoclinic state after it warmed up to 300 K ͓see Arrow 5 in Figure 1͑b͒ , and a Rietveld fit in Figure 2͑b͔͒ . ferential scanning calorimeter, and the in situ structural and texture of the monoclinic phase were determined successfully using the multiple-data-set capabilities of GSAS Rietveld refinement with generalized spherical-harmonics description and neutron powder diffraction data. The differential scanning calorimeter results revealed that there is onestep cubic to monoclinic martensitic phase transformation on cooling and one-step monoclinic to cubic transformation on heating. In addition, the start and finish transformation temperatures are 301 and 278 K, respectively, for the monoclinic phase on cooling, and 321 and 346 K, respectively, for cubic on heating. The measured neutron diffraction patterns of the monoclinic phase at 20, 170, 220, 270, and 300 K using the BT-1 high-resolution fixed-wavelength 32-detector powder diffractometer are consistent with the differential scanning calorimeter heating curve. The refined atomic parameters derived from Rietveld refinement with generalized sphericalharmonics description for all neutron diffraction data sets of this low-crystal-symmetry material agree satisfactorily with the monoclinic single-crystal X-ray diffraction data. Moreover, the multiple-data-set capabilities of the Rietveld refinement program GSAS with generalized spherical-harmonics description was successfully used to extract the texture description directly from a simultaneous refinement of 52 timeof-flight neutron diffraction patterns taken from the monoclinic structure in the polycrystalline Ti 49.86 Ni 50.14 sample held in 13 orientations in the diffractometer at room temperature. Finally, the maximum orientation distribution function is 2.26 multiple-of-random density, showing that this alloy consisted of 23% randomly oriented powders. TABLE II. Texture comparison, minimum ͑P min ͒ and maximum ͑P max ͒ values of pole-figures, and orientation distribution function ͑ODF͒ of monoclinic phase in Ni 50.14 Ti 49.86 alloy at 300 K. Values of P min and P max are in multiples of random density ͑MRD͒. HIPD pole-figures are computed from the refined values of harmonic coefficients. Figures-of-merit RP0 values are computed from pole figures generated from WIMV analysis; those in the ODF column represent averages over the six pole-figures. J is the texture index determined from Rietveld refinement with the generalized spherical harmonic description. If the texture is random, then J = 1.00, otherwise J Ͼ 1.00; for single crystal J = ϱ. 
